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Noise simulations for an inverse-geometry volumetric CT 
system 

Taly Gilat Schmidta,b, Rebecca Fahriga, :'iorbert J. Pclca 

aOepartment of Radiology, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305 
bOepartment of Electrical Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford. CA 9430.5 

ABSTRACT 

This paper examines the noise performance of an inverse-geometry volumetric CT (IGCT) scanner through 
simulations. The IGCT system uses a large area scanned source and a smaller array of detectors to rapidly acquire 
volumetric data with negligible cone-beam artifacts. The first invcstigatioll compares the photon efficiency of 
the rGCT geometry to a 2D parallel ray system. The second inwstigation mod"ls the photon output of the 
rGCT source and calculates the expected noise. For the photon efficiency investigation. the same total number 
of photons was modeled in an rGCT acquisition and a comparable multi-slice 2D parallel ray acquisition. For 
both cases noise projections were simulated and the central axial slice r('construct('d. ln the second study. to 
investigate tbe noise in an rGCT system, the expected x-ray photon /lux was modeled and projections simulated 
through ellipsoid phantoms. All simulations were compared to theoretical predictions. The results of the photon 
efficiency simulations verify that the rGCT geometry is as efficient in photon utilization as a 2D parallel ray 
geometry. For a 10 em diameter 4 em thick ellipsoid water phantom and for reasonable system parameters, 
the calculated standard deviation was approximately 15 HU at the center of the ellipsoid. For the same size 
phantom '\vith maximum attenuation equivalent to 30 em of water, the ealculatpd noise wa .. '1 approximately 131 
RU. The theoretical noise predictions for these objects were 15 HU and 112 EU respectively. These results 
predict acceptable noise levels for a system with a 0.16 second scan time and 12 lp/cm isotropic resolution. 

Keywords: computed tomography (CT), volume CT, image noise 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The development of multi-slice computed tomography (CT) detectors has enabled volumetric imaging with 
faster scan times, reduced motion artifacts, and thinner slices compared to single-slice scanners. This has also 
stimulated research on systems '\vith very wide detectors in the slice direction. Such a "cone-beam" system 
would be able to image a volume in a single rotation. However, these systems have a fundamental limitation 
as a single circular scan cone-beam acquisition docs not acquire a sufficient dataset for accurate reconstruction 
of a volume.} Approximate algorithms are available and generally used.z At small cone angles the resulting 
artifacts are negligible, but as the detector size in the slice direction increasc5. the artifacts b('('ome more se,·ere. 

We have proposed an inverse-geometry volumetric CT system (rGCT) to acquire a sufficient data,et for a 15 
em thick volume in one circular scan in one second or less. 3 The IGCT system uses a large area scanned anode 
x-ray source and a smaller detector array. In the transverse direction the sampling is fan~like. and in the R.xial 
direction the source and detector have the same a-xial extent thus avoiding cone-beam artifacts. 

In this paper, we first give a brief description of the IGCT geometry and reconstruction algorithm followed 
by an overview of CT noise. \Ye then examine two aspects of the IGCT noise performance through simulations. 
The first investigation studies the photon utilization efficiency of the rGCT system compared to a multi-slice 
2D parallel ray acquisition. The second study predicts the noise in the rGCT images by modeling the x-ray 
photon flux based on currently available components. Only noise due to photon statistics is considered in these 
simulations. Other sources of noise) such as scatter and electronic noise, are not simulated. 
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Figure 1. lCCT ~y~tt'Tll with' the x·ray twam at onp collimator position, 

, : 
··2. 1\1ETHODS AND MATERIALS 

2.1. System Geometry 

The basic Systt'Ill J!;f'Ollwtry is illllstr;\ted in Fi,~. 1: TIl(> proposE:'d x-ray source has an electron beam that is 
elertromagnf'tically ~tp('rpd acro~ .... a tran!-'missioll <.lIlodl'. dwelling at a series of source locations. An array of . 
collimator half'S limits tiJ(' rpstIlting x-ray hPatll at {'aell lo('ation so that the bea~ illuminates only the detector. ~ 
The detector is compris('(i of a ;malk'r arra.\· of fa~t photon-counting detectors. The source a.nd detector' arrays 
are mountrd on a gantry anti rotated ahout the p;ltil'llt. For each source position, the entire detector array is-, 
read out prouucin1!; a 2D dh'('rg;PIlt projection (,O\Trillg a fraction of the field of yiew (FOV). This is rep'eated for 
all saUIrf' locations and for alJ gailtry rotatit)Il anglf's. The scanning of the entire source' is rapid compared to 
thegantryrotatioll. '- ,-,' ~ "'.- '-, ~~-", 'c -". ;,~_-

The propospd SOIif('(' and detp('tor arra~'s 
cardiology C-arm systPIll.,1 

an' rOllrcptually similar to those used by KexRay Inc., r';r·: their .. 
.~~ 1'::::, ' ... , 

. ' 
2.2. Reconstruction Algorithm 

The noise simulations uc>srrii>P(1 ill t his paper dl~i)e'nd on' accurate reconstruction of the IGCT data.' Th~ proposed 
reconstruction algorit hm has 1w('n desni beel previously,~' however we will give a brief sumni-ary of the algorithm 
h .' .. -' . ere. 

j ~", , " 

In the IGCTsystPIn. the rays (,OIHl('ctillg ('ach :-;ource row and the opposed detector row sample one transverse 
plane in the imag('(i vol1lme. In tIl(' ah~{,Ilcc of lloi:-;c, these in-plane rays ensure accurate reconstruction of the 
\'olume. In addition to tlH'se in-plane rays. there are also cross-plane rays which connect each sonrce row to 
the r{'mainin~ detector rows, This acqnisition geometry is similar to that of a multi-ring' PET system, therefore 
the propos('d aJgorithm is ha ..... <,d ori a .1D- PET r('construction algorithm. 5. 6 ,The data are first rebinncd into 
2D parallel-ra~' proj('('tion~ which"arp ilt lIlultiple tilt arlgles to the" axis of rotation. The output volume is then 
reconstructed using; :lD filt{'rf'd h-~('kproj('('tion. ~; , .. ; T- ~ -' " . , 
2.3. CT Noise 

Tbe \'ariancc. a2 , il~ '<~' ~{,l'ollsti'llrt('d CT \:~xel depends ~n . the total number of detected photons that passed 
through the yoxcl and the ~patial resolution as exprest-;E'd in the following equation,7 .. : ,. . 

: ,~ .. r .. . - m 1 
,,2=A·"'_ 

LJ.V· 
~ j=l J 

(1 ) 

v,'!Jere .vj is the mean dct('cted l)iIoton density that has pa..">sed through the voxel in the /h projection, and A is 
the integral of tlIP ,r~'('~)~lstrllct ion filter squared. For the specific case of multi-slice 2D parallel ray recoBstruction 

Further author information: (Spnd correspondencE' to T.G.S. E-mail: tgilat'@stanford.edu) 
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(i.e., only the in-plane rays), A can be expressed as 

(2) 

where m is the number of projections, ku and kv are the coordinates of the 2D Fourier transform of the projection. 
and IV is the window function) in our case a Hanning window with frequency cutoff kc, 

(3) 

Combining Eqs. 1, 2 and 3, and assuming that the photon density is the same for all projections l the 
relationship between the noise variance and the photon density, IV, is 

2 ,,2 roo r'"", k~llV( Jk~ + k~)12dkudkv 
(7 = mlV (J) 

This expression will be used to verify the results of the noise simulations. 

2.4. Photon Utilization Efficiency 

The rGCT system uses ray measurements that cross transverse planes. The goal of this part of the study was 
to see if these rays introduce any noise penalty. To study this potential effect, we used the metric of photon 
utilization efficiency and modeled the same total number of photons in an rGCT acquisition and a multi-slice 
2D parallel ray acquisition. Here we define the multi-slice 2D parallel ray geometry to consist of only in-plane 
rays and to have sampling and resolution comparable to the rGCT system. 

For these simulations, the photon density was calculated such that the noise predicted by Eq. 4 would giYO 
a standard deviation of 10 HU in the slice reconstructed by the 2D parallel ray acquisition. From the photon 
density, which is defined as the number of photons per unit area, the total number of photons in the parallel ray 
acquisition can be calculated by 

Ptotal = N . pixu . pixv . aread . m (5) 

where pixu and pixv are the detector dimensions in pixels, and aread is the area of a detector element. 

The total number of photons as calculated in Eq. 5 was distributed across all the rays in the rGCT geometry 
and noise projections simulated. For verification, multi-slice 2D parallel ray noise projections were also simulated 
with the same total number of photons. The parallel ray dataset was reconstructed with standard filtered 
backprojection. The rGCT data was rebinned into parallel ray projections and reconstructed as described in 
Section 2.2. For both cases the central axial slice was reconstructed and noise ~tandard deviation measured 
across the slice. 

2.5. Expected Noise 

The photon efficiency simulation provides an estimate of the IGeT noise performance assuming a reasonable 
source output. In order to predict the expected noise of the IGeT reconstructions in a realistic system. -n°e 
model the photon flux ofthe SOurce based on currently available components. and simulate noisy data of ellipsoid 
phantoms. For simplicity, we assume monoenergetic photons. 

We define the photon flux, F, to be the number of photons per second per mA per steradian. The number 
of photons in each IGCT ray measurement, Pigct , depends on the flux and can be calculated as 

Po _ F. t· aread . rnA 
tgct - 4rrSDD2 

(6) 

where t is the dwell time at each source location, aread is the area of a detector element, and SDn is the source 
to detector distance. 
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Tahlf-' 1. Spt"{-ilic;\tiolh for :-.illllllalt'1.i ICCT gt'ollldry. 

Sourn' dilBl'lI:--iulIs (t falb\"('f~(' x axial) 2;) X G ('Ill 

~tllttIH'r of :--tltlf('t' ItJl,~\ti()I1s lUI) x 20 

Dt'tt'1. ... tor diIllt'lI:--iolls (tratls\"('f:--t' X axial) 4.H x -1.8 em 

~tllllbi'r of ddt'duf dt'lIl1'llt~ 4~ x ~R 

DWt'1l t iUll' pt'r :-'Ollf('(, lo{';\t ion 1 Its 

),I()\·p timp IH'tW(,(,1l !'oll(Tt':-.:-;in' ~()llrn' locatiolls 0.28 tt8 

SOllfct' puwt'r 72 k\Y 

SO\lfCP yoh a.!!." 120 kVp 

SOIlfC(, to i:-.tl('('tltt'f di:-;tam'(' (SID) ~1 em 

SDD !)!j cm 

FOY (t rall!'\"('r~(' x axial) 10 em x 5 em 

[sing Ptget incident photons lH'f ra~' 1ll("\."lIft'llll'llt. Iloby data wa.<; simulated for an ellipsoid water phantom 
(Ji = 0.2 cm~l) loratt'tl at til<' bo('clltt'r with diauH'tefs 10 eIll by 10 C111 by -l em, A second simulation was 
performed with the saIII(' siz(' phantolll with all attellllation codfidpnt of 0.6 em-I, that is with ma.-...::imum 
attenuation {'('{uh·aknt to :JO ('IlI of \\·at('f. TIt<> ccutral axial ~lke of each ellipsoid ,vas reconstructed and the 
standard d('\'iation IIlc;\,";llft'(l fOf a ~Illall rpgion of illtprest (ROI) at the center of the reconstructed slice. 

For rrrificatiuJl, a thf'orf'tical Hob£' pn'dietioll n-a."i ('alculatpd for a multi-slice 2D parallel ray acquisition of 
thesamephantorns IIsin~ tllp sam<' totallllllllht'r of photons. Eq. -1 was used for this calculation~ with the photon 
dens.ity.Y rakuiat{'(i to Ill' tlip dl'll:-=,ity of dctpch·{l photons exiting the center of the ellipsoid, 

2.6. Simulation Details 

TlJesperificatiolls of the simulated IGCT s.\·st('IIl arc surmnarizcd in Table 1. These specifications are based on 
the current XexRay· {,OlIlPOIH'llt s. wit h possible modifications for comparison with a conventional CT geometry. 
For (>xampie. the ~('xRay ~yst('m has a SDD of IflO em and operates at a magnification of roughly three, \vhile 
the illYestigat('d IGCT sy!'t(,1ll It,\....; a SDD of !1.r-.) elIl and operates at a magnification of roughly 1\\'0. In the 
rGeT systrtn the' SO\Jf('P focal spot siz(' has h(,(,11 in('f('a~('d to 0.6 mm instead of the current 0.3 mm spot, which 
subsrqurntlr illcrra . ...;cs tht' po~~iblp source power. 

Iucally. the sOllrc(' and <ktPctor af('as wOlihl snpport a :10 em by 15 em FOV. However, since the initial 
in\"(>stigatiOlls arC' baSf'd on ('l1fr(,lltly availahle components, the FOV is limited to 10 em by 5 CIll. 

For all ~inllllatioIlS. G:l "yiews" OY<.'f a 2i7 rrantrv rotation were simulated for the IGCT system) as this was 
the numb('r IlC'Cl'ssary to samplp R;uloll spa('e ~ufficiently. A "view" is defined as all projections acquired by one 
scan of thl" SOllH'P array' and nmt,lillS much more Radon spuC'e data than a single view in a conventional CT 
scanner. The rCCT data Wi\''' r('binBed into 2D parallE'l ray projections at 11 tilt angles ranging from -.oa to 
+.0:3 radians. with 1008 prvj('cti()H~ on'f 2;;- for each tilt angle. Each projection \vas 380 by 880 pixels, \vh.h a 
l/S mm by 1/8 lInll pixel pitch. 

The comp,nisoll multi-slicc 2D parallel ray projcctions ,,-ere also 380 by 880 pixels with a 1/8 mm by 1/8 
mm pixel pitch and 1008 proj('ctions o\"er 271". 

For all ~imulatioll:;. th(~ r(,construction filter was apodized with a Hanning windO'v with a cut.off of 15 lp/rm. 
unif'Ss otherwise notf'd. The 11.:) rm by 11.5 em central axial slice was reconstructed. with a pixel pitch of 0.25 

tnm by O.2!) mlIl. 

An simlliatiolls W('fe rpppatcd 10 times. 
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bl 2 S· I t' Its w,'th no',se calculated as the standard deviation in 1I0unslield units (lIt:) Ta e . lmU a Ion resu , 

Experiment Theoretical noise Theoretical noise (rcbinning) Simualtcd noise 

Photon efficiency, 15 Ip/cm cutoff 10 8.57 7.61 + /- 0.05 

Photon efficiency, 7.5 Ip/cm cutoff 10 9.61 9.44 +/- 0.13 

Expected noise. 1'=0.2 cm 1 17.72 15.18 14.61 +/- 2.55 

Expected noise, 1'=0.6 cm 1 130.96 112.18 131.23 + /- 24.50 

3_ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulation results are summarized in Table 2, 

3.1. Photon Utilization Efficiency 

Using Eq. 4 and the simulated geometry parameters, a total of 2.637· lOll photons were determined necessary 
for a standard deviation of 10 HU in the parallel ray reconstruction. These photons 'Yere distributed to both the 
IGCT geometry and the parallel ray geometry. The calculated noise was 9.96 +/- 0.06 HU for the parallel ray 
simulations and 7.61 + /- 0.05 HU for the IGCT simulations, compared to the theoretical 10 HU. 

The noise in the IGeT geometry is significantly lower than expected. This is most likely due to the blurring 
introduced during the rebinning step of the reconstruction algorithm. To verify this result, the same simulations 
were performed, but with the reconstruction filter windowed to a cutoff of 7.5 Ip/cm for both systems. With 
the window width halved compared to the original simulation, the filter should dominate ovcr the rcbinning 
blur, and the rGCT system should have noise more comparable to the parallel ray system. The total number of 
photons was chosen using Eq. 4 to give a theoretical standard deviation of 10 HU. 'Yith these ne,,," p(lrameters~ 
the standard deviation of the simulated parallel ray reconstructions and IGCT reconstructions were 10.33 +/-
0.12 HU and 9.44 +/- O.l! HU respectively. 

Alternatively, the rebinning blur can be incorporated into the theoretical noise calculation. The majority 
of the rebinning blur can be accounted for by replacing Eq. 3 ,vith the following expression ,. ... hich is derived in 
Appendix A. 

(7) 

\vhere 

H(k) = sinc(0.6.5k) + ~sinc(0.65k - I) + ~sinc(0.65k + I) 
2 2 

(8) 

With 2.637 . lO" total photons and a filter cutoff of 15 Ip/cm, Eqs. 7 and 8 predict a standard deviation of 
8.57 HU, which is closer to the measured 7.61 HU. 

The noise in the simulations is 5% to 10% lower than in a parallel beam system with the same photon density. 
This agreement is fairly good and suggests that using oblique rays docs not introduce a penalty. The source of 
the residual disagreement is not known at this time. 

3.2. Expected Noise 

The flux of the NexRay source ,vas calculated, through a combination of experimental measurement and )'Ionte 
Carlo simulations, to be 3.164 .1013 photons/s/mA/sterad.s 

Using Eq. 6 and assuming 1 mm2 detector pixel area and the specifications in Table 1. the number of incident 
photons in each reeT ray measurement is 2137 photons. 

\Vhen this input flux was used to simula.te IGCT data of a water ellipsoid with diameters 10 em by 10 ern 
by 4 cm\ the resulting noise at the center of the recom;tructed slice, estimated with a 20 by 20 pixel ROI, was 
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14.61 +/- 2.55 HU. For a parallel ray acquisition with the same total number of photons, Eqs. 4 and 7 predict a 
noise level of 17.72 RU and 15.18 RU, without and with the reb inning blur respectively. 

For the same ellipsoid phantom with attenuation equal to 0.6 crn-I, the simulated standard deviation \I'll" 

131.22 HU +/- 24.5 RU, compared to a predicted value of 130.9G RU without rebinning blurring and 112.18 IIU 
with rebinning blurring. 

Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed noise images for both ellipsoid phantoms. 

~~\%~~!~~?t~'~::~llr] 

a ~ ... J~ r;'''~~'''-:)2 ... t..:'''''·<.!1'"_~·~;''''~~''':":-' '"",;,:, b 
~6b:t;;:"t.!;,iJ,~~ij'~: ... \.:.~~J u:.",:...;,,;.i:.t:.IA~;.L:.,.\,," 

Figure 2. Reconstructed noise images. a) The central axial stice of an ellipsoid water phantom 'with diame1(,fs 10 nil bv 
10 em by 4 em, windowed to values bE'tween -1050 (black) and -9BO lIU (white). b) The central axial ~lic{' of the' ;,all\~' 
phantom with I' ~ 0.6 cm- 1

, windowed to -1500 lIU (black) and -500 (white). 

3.3. Discussion 

The simulation results suggest that the IGeT geometry is as efficient in photon utilization as it lIlulti-slic(, 2D 
parallel ray geometry, That is, there is no noise penalty in using the IGeT system. 

The predicted noise levels are encouraging and support further investigation of the IGeT S~"stelll. \Yp briefiy 
analyze the differences between the simulated IGeT sytem and a conventional system as they relate to the 
e.-xpeeted noise. 

The results presented in this paper pertain to a system with a relatively small FOV. In onlC'r to ifl('f('ase 
the FOV in the transverse direction, additional transverse source spots are required. To incH'asp tIl<' axial 
FOVl additional axial source spots and detector elements are required. Because the sampling of the SOIlf('(, alld 
detectors \vithin the FOV would not change significantly, we expect the photon efficiency resllits to he applicabh· 
to similar IGeT geometries with larger FOVs. 

Increasing the FOV would l however, impact the scan time. For the simulated 10 em hy !) ('Ill FOV and tlu' 
timing parameters in Table 1, each scan of the source is 2.56 ms. Therefore, a full acqllisition ((j:~ vipws O\'('f 2 
r.) takes 0.161 seconds. The detector read out time is faster than the time llt'cd(>d to steer the x-ra.v heam awl 
is neglected in these calculations, If the FOV is increased by enlarging the sOllrce and detector ;uC'as, t h(' scali 
time will scale \vith the total number of source spots. For example using a source with 200 hy (iO :-;pot:-; (and it 
5 em by 15 em detector) would produce a 30 cm by 15 cm FOV with a total scan tillle of o.~)()~ s. Xcw IGCT 
geometries are being invpstigated which increase the transverse FOV by using multiple detector arrays, and t hilS 
do not increase the scan time.9 

The IGeT svstem as described in this paper has an isotropic resolution of roughly 12 Ip/cJIJ .. which is higher 
than that used ~vhen noise measurements are made on conventional scanners. This should lw taken into anmmt 
when evaluatinO' the results of the ellipsoid phantom simulations. as the noise varianc(' ill CT is propoct iOllal to 
resolution to th~ fourth power,7 Typical isotropic resolutions for a conventional CT seamier ill high rcsolutioll 
mode is 8 lp/CIll. The results in this paper predict a 5-1 HU standard deviation for a 30 ('Ill \Yat('r pllillltOIil for 
an IGCT acquisition with 8 ip/cm isotropic resolution, 
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Table 3. A comparison of noise measurements from a GE CT /1 scanner and prE:'dicted noise for the rGeT syste~ for a 
48.5 em polyethylene phantom, 0.625 mm in-plane resolution, one mm slice thickness, and one fiPCond total scan time. 

1 mAs l1'\oise (HU) I 

GE CT/I 200 56.5 

rGCT 209 53.6 

Table 3 summarizes the noise measured on a General Electric (GE) CT II single slice scanner for a ~8.5 
cm polyethylene phantom at a one mm slice thickness. For comparison. the noise is predicted for the IGCT 
system for the same maximum attenuation and resolution. The effective mAs is calculated for the rGCT system 
based on the fraction of time that a voxel in the object is irradiated during a scan. That is. a voxel in the 
object only receives photons when the source is in certain array positions and does not rec-cive photons while 
the beam is being steered. The effective mAs calculation also takes into account the increased efficiency of the 
transmission target used in the rGCT system. 4 As shown in Table 3, the predicted rGCT noise is comparable 
to the measured noise, and even slightly lower. The discrepency may be caused by noi::;e sourrcs Hot modelcd in 
the rGCT calculation. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper examined the noise performance of an reCT system. The results of the photon efficiency simulations 
verify that the rGCT geometry has comparable photon utilization efficiency to a 2D parallel ray geometry. The 
simulations predict acceptable noise levels for the fast scan time and high resolution. For example, for a 30 em 
by 30 cm by 15 cm ellipsoid water phantom, 12 Iplcm isotropic resolution, and an effective mAs of 70 mAs. the 
expected noise standard deviation is 131 RU. Experiments with a table top system are planned to verify these 
theoretical results. 

APPENDIX A. EXPECTED NOISE WITH REB INNING BLUR 

The rebinning of the leeT data into 2D parallel ray projections at multiple tilt angles is done by "gridding" 
\vhich essentially convolves the data with a gridding kernel, and resamples the data onto a uniform grid,lO The 
gridding is performed in a 4D Radon space, where the four dimensions are the rotation angle, tilt angle. and two 
distances which describe the location of each ray with respect to the central ray. 

In our implementation, the 4D gridding kernel is defined 3.") four separable ID Hanning filters in each of the 
four dimensions. In the spatial domain, each kernel can be expressed as 

1 2ITI x 
h(x) = -(1 + cos(-)) n (-) 

tv tv ·W 

where w is the full kernel width, and the kernel has been normalized to have an area of L 

The Fourier transform of this kernel is 

1 1 
H(k) = sinc(u:k) + 2sinc(wk - 1) + 2sinc(U'k + 1) 

(9) 

(10) 

Since the convolution in Radon space is performed separately in each of the four dimensions. the corresponding 
filtering in frequency space can also be considered separately. 

The two distance dimensions of the 4D Radon space are the same dimensions that are filtered when a 2D 
projection is filtered and backprojected. Therefore, the blur caused by gddding in these two dimensions can be 
modeled as part of the reconstruction filter. The modified reconstruction filter, R(k) is 

R(k) = .!:'.lk"llV( .jk~ + k~)H(ku)H(kv) 
m 

(11) 
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and the modified noise rplationship is 

,,2 = ,," J.""~ J~ k~IW( Jk~ + k~WIH(kH)l2IH(kv)l2dkudkv 
'mlV (12) 

Eq. 12 can be used in place of Eq. 4 to calculate the expected noise of the ICCT system. The residual blurring 
in the two angular dimf'l1sions cannot be mouPlpu in the reconstruction filter but should not affect the noise near 
the center of the image'. 

The gridding ke'rnd width. ti'. tlsf'd in tll<'s{~ simulations was 0.65 mm. 
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